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Abstract:
Design of secure systems can often be expressed as ensuring that some property is maintained at every
step of a distributed computation among mutually-untrusting parties. Special cases include integrity of
programs running on untrusted platforms, various forms of confidentiality and side-channel resilience,
and domain-specific invariants.
We propose a new approach, proof-carrying data (PCD), which circumnavigates the threat of faults and
leakage by reasoning about properties of the output data, independently of the preceding computation.
In PCD, the system designer prescribes the desired properties of the computation’s outputs. Corresponding proofs are attached to every message flowing through the system, and are mutually verified by the
system’s components. Each such proof attests that the message’s data and all of its history comply with
the specified properties.
We construct a general protocol compiler that generates, propagates and verifies such proofs of compliance, while preserving the dynamics and efficiency of the original computation. Our main technical tool
is the cryptographic construction of short non-interactive arguments (computationally-sound proofs) for
statements whose truth depends on “hearsay evidence”: previous arguments about other statements. To
this end, we attain a particularly strong proof of knowledge.
We realize the above, under standard cryptographic assumptions, in a model where the prover has blackbox access to some simple functionality — essentially, a signature card.
Keywords: secure distributed systems; computationally-sound proofs
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Introduction

be any property that is expressible as a predicate
that efficiently checks each party’s actions.
Our approach, proof-carrying data (PCD), is
based on augmenting every message passed in the
distributed computation with a short proof string
attesting to the fact that the message’s data, along
with all of the distributed computation leading to
that message, satisfies the desired property. These
proofs are efficiently produced, verified and aggregated at every node. Ultimately, the proof string
attached to the system’s final output attests that the
whole computation had the desired property.

Security in distributed systems typically requires maintaining properties across the computation of multiple, potentially malicious, parties.
Even when human participants are honest, the
computational devices they use may be faulty (due
to bugs or transient errors [11]), leaky (e.g., covert
and side channels [48]) or adversarial (e.g., due to
components from untrusted sources [12]).
We address the general problem of secure distributed computation when all parties are mutually
untrusting and potentially malicious. Computation
may be dynamic and interactive, and “secure” may
∗ I dedicate this paper to my father Corrado Chiesa. He was
a loving dad and wonderful person.
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1.1

Motivation and Goals

a proof fails, the computation is locally aborted
and outputs a proof of the wrongdoing. Damage is thus controlled and attributed. In principle
this may be realized at any scale, from individual chips to whole organizational units.

Motivation. Let us consider a few examples of security properties whose attainment, in the general
case and under minimal assumptions, is a major
open problem — and how they can be approached
in the framework of proof-carrying data.

Many applications involve multiple such goals.
For example, in cloud computing, clients are typically interested in both integrity [38] and confidentiality [62]. Further details and examples appear in
Section 5.

• Integrity. Consider parties engaged in a distributed computation. Each party is supposed to
transmit messages produced by executing some
program on his own inputs and earlier messages received from other parties. Can we obtain evidence that the computation’s final output
is indeed the result of correctly following the
prescribed program in the aforementioned process? For example, if the computation consists
of a physics simulation (whether realistic or that
of a virtual online world), can we obtain evidence that all parties have “obeyed the laws of
physics”?

Goals. Generalizing the above, we can state our
goal: a compiler that, given a protocol for distributed computation, and a security property (in
the form of a predicate to be verified at every node
of the computation), yields an augmented protocol
that verifies the security property.
We wish this compiler to respect the original
distributed computation, i.e., it should preserve
communication, dynamics and efficiency:

• Information flow control. Confidentiality and
privacy are typically expressed as a negative • Preserve the communication graph: Parties
should not be required to engage in additional
condition forbidding certain effects. However,
communication channels beyond those of the
following the approach of information flow conoriginal distributed computation. For example:
trol (IFC) [27][55], one may instead reason
protecting the distributed computation carried
about what computation is allowed and on what
out by a system of hardware components should
inputs.
not require each chip to continuously communiThus, within a distributed computation, we can
cate with all other chips; agents executing in the
define the security property of intermediate re“cloud” should remain trustworthy even when
sults as being “consistent with a distributed
their owners are offline; and parties should be
computation that follows the IFC rules”. In IFC,
able to conduct joint computation on a remote
intermediate results are labeled according to
island and later re-join a larger multiparty comtheir confidentiality; PCD augments these with a
putation.
proof string attesting to the validity of the label.
Ultimately, a censor at the system perimeter lets • Allow dynamic computations: The compiler
through only the “non-secret” outputs, by verishould allow for inputs that are provided on the
fying their associated label and proof string. Befly (e.g., determined by human interaction, rancause verification inspects only the (augmented)
dom processes, or nondeterministic choices).
output, it is inherently unaffected by anomalies • Minimize the blowup in communication and
(faults and leakage) in the preceding computacomputation: The induced overhead in comtion; only the censor needs to be trusted to propmunication between parties, and computation
erly verify proof strings.
within parties, should be kept at a minimum
• Fault isolation and accountability. Consider a
(e.g., at most a local polynomial blowup).
distributed system consisting of numerous unreliable components. Let any communication This implies, in particular, that scalability is preacross component boundaries carry a concise served: if the original computation can be jointly
proof of correctness, and let each component conducted by numerous parties, then the compiler
verify the proofs of its inputs and generate produces a secure distributed computation has the
proofs for its outputs. Whenever verification of same property.
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See Figure 2 for a high-level diagram of this idea.1
We thus define and construct a proof-carrying data
(PCD) system primitive that fully encapsulates the
proof system machinery, and provides a simple but
very general “interface” to be used in applications.
PCD generalizes the “incrementally verifiable
computation” of Valiant [68]. The latter compiles a (possibly super-polynomial-time) machine
into a new machine that always maintains a proof
for the correctness of its internal state. PCD extends this in several essential ways: allowing for
the computation to be dynamic (interactive and
nondeterministic); allowing for multiple parties
and arbitrary communication graphs; and allowing for an arbitrary compliance predicate, instead
of considering only the special case of correctness. These greatly expand expressibility, but entail significant technical challenges (for example,
dynamic computation forces us to recursively aggregate proofs in polynomially-long chains, instead of the logarithmically-deep trees of [68], and
this requires a much stronger knowledge extractor). Crucially, our construction circumvents a major barrier which precluded a satisfying proof of
security even for the simpler functionality of incrementally verifiable computation.2

z
πz for

“z = G(F (x))”

Figure 1: The “F and G” example.

1.2
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Our Approach

Proof system. In our approach, proof-carrying
data, every piece of data flowing through a distributed computation is augmented by a short proof
string that certifies the data as compliant with some
desired property. These proofs can be propagated
and aggregated as the computation proceeds.
Let us illustrate our approach by a simple scenario. Alice has some input x and a function F .
She computes y := F (x) at a great expense, along
with a proof string πy for the claim “y = F (x)”,
and then publishes the pair (“y = F (x)”, πy ) on
her webpage. A week later, Bob comes across Alice’s webpage, notices the usefulness of F (x), and
and wants to use it as part of his computations: he
picks a function G and computes z := G(y). To
convince others that the combined result is correct,
Bob also generates a new proof string πz for the
claim “z = G(F (x))”, using both the transcript of
his own computation of G on y, and Alice’s proof
string πy . (See Figure 1 for a diagram.) Crucially,
Bob does not have to recompute F (x). The size of
πz is merely polylogarithmic in Bob’s own work
(i.e., the time to compute G on y and the size of
the statement “z = G(F (x))”), and is essentially
independent of the past work by Alice.
We generalize the above scenario to any distributed computation. Also, we generalize “correctness” to be any property that should hold at
every node of the computation. More precisely,
we consider properties that can be expressed as
a requirement that every step in the computation satisfies some compliance predicate C computable in polynomial time; we call this notion Ccompliance. Thus, each party receives inputs that
are augmented with proof strings, computes some
outputs, and augments each of the outputs with a
new proof string that will convince the next party
(or the verifier of the ultimate output) that the output is consistent with a C-compliant computation.

Construction and tools. Our main technical tool, potentially of independent interest, is
assisted-prover hearsay-argument (APHA) systems.
These are short non-interactive arguments (computationally-sound proofs) for statements whose truth depends on “hearsay evidence”
from previous arguments, in the sense of the
above “F and G” example. As pointed out by
Valiant [68], this is not implied by standard sound1 Moreover, we obtain a proof-of-knowledge property (see
[34, Sec. 4.7] for the definition), which implies that not only
does there exist a C-compliant computation consistent with the
output, but moreover this computation was actually “known”
to whoever produced the proof. This is essential for applications that employ cryptographic functionality that is secure only
against computationally-bounded adversaries, since an efficient
cheating prover can only “know” efficient C-compliant computation.
2 Valiant [68] offers two constructions: one that assumes the
existence of a cryptographic primitive that is nonstandard and
arguably implausible [68, Theorem 1], and one whose overall
security is conjectured directly without any reduction [68, Section 1.3 under “The Noninteractive CS Knowledge Assumption”]. The difficulty seems inherent; see Section 3.2. In our
model, we attain provable security under standard generic cryptographic assumptions.
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Figure 2: A distributed computation in which parties send messages mi augmented by proof strings πi .

input x with some fresh randomness r, and outputs
r along with a signature on (x, r) under a secret
key sk embedded in the oracle. This is discussed
next.

ness: the latter merely says that if the verifier for a
statement “z = G(F (x))” is convinced then there
exists a witness for that statement. But if the witness is supposed to contain a proof string πy for
another statement y = F (x), the mere existence
of πy (that would be accepted by the verifier) is
useless: such πy may exist regardless of the truth
of the statement “y = F (x)”, since the soundness of the argument is merely computational. We
actually need to show that if the proof string for
“z = G(F (x))” was generated efficiently, then
a valid proof string for “y = F (x)” can be generated with essentially the same efficiency (and
acceptance probability) and is thus also convincing. Technically, this is captured by a particularly
strong proof-of-knowledge property.
Our construction of APHA systems is built
on argument systems [37][14]. Specifically, we
use universal arguments [6] which (following [43]
and computationally-sound proofs [53]) invoke the
PCP theorem [5] to achieve compact proofs and efficient verification.
However, such argument systems do not by
themselves suffice: where they offer a strong
proof-of-knowledge property [30][68], they do so
by relying on random oracles, which precludes
nesting of proofs since the underlying PCP system
does not relativize [31][18]. Even in the restricted
case of incrementally-verifiable computation [68],
this difficulty precluded a satisfying proof of security.
We address this problem, both in general and for
the special case of [68], by extending the model
with a new assumption: an oracle that is invoked
by the prover, but not by the verifier. The former
facilitates knowledge extraction, while the latter
allows for aggregation of proof strings. The oracle
provides a simple signed-input-and-randomness
functionality: for every invocation, it augments the

1.3

Model and Trust

We assume that all parties have black-box
access to the aforementioned signed-input-andrandomness functionality. Concretely, we think of
this oracle as realized by hardware tokens, such
as existing signature cards, TPM chips or smartcards. It can also be implemented by a trusted Internet service (see [21] for a demonstration). Alternative realizations include obfuscation and multiparty computation; see Section 3.6 for further discussion.
Comparable assumptions have been used in previous works, as setup assumptions to achieve
universally-composable functionality that is otherwise impossible [16]. In this context, Hofheinz
et al. [39] assume signature cards similar to ours.
The main differences in the requisite functionality is that we require the card to generate random
strings and include them in its output and signature (a pseudorandom generator suffices — see
Section 3.6), and to use slightly stronger signature
schemes (see Section 2).
The more general result of Katz [42] assumes
that parties can embed functionality of their choice
in secure tokens and send it to each other; followup works in similar models include [54][17][25].
However, in our case we cannot afford a model
where parties generate tokens and send them to
all other parties, since this does not preserve the
communication graph of the original computation.
Thus, our model is closer to that of [39].
For simplicity, we assume the following setup
and trust model. A trusted party generates a signature key pair (sk, vk) and many signed-input-and4

collision-resistant
hashing

Distributed computations and proof-carrying
data. We propose proof-carrying data (PCD) as
a framework for expressing and enforcing security properties, and formally define proof-carrying
data (PCD) systems that capture the requisite protocol compiler and computationally-sound proof
system. We construct this primitive under the same
assumptions as above (see Figure 3).

signature
schemes

}

universal
arguments

dard generic assumptions: collision-resistant hashing schemes and signature schemes (see Figure 3).

APHA
systems
PCD
systems

Applications. We discuss a number of open problems in the security of real-world applications,
where PCD offers a powerful solution approach by
circumventing current difficulties.

assisted-prover model
(SIR oracle)
Figure 3: Collision-resistant hashing schemes imply
public-coin constant-round universal arguments and
secure signature schemes (with the additional property discussed in Section 2). From these two, we derive APHA systems, and then PCD systems.
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1.5

Previous Approaches

Proof aggregation As discussed in Section 1.2,
our aggregation-of-proofs approach is related to
incrementally verifiable computation [68]. Both
are built on top of efficient argument systems [37][14]: specifically, CS proofs [53] and
randomness tokens containing sk. Each party is
universal arguments [6].
told vk and receives a token. All parties trust the
Metaproofs [65] also involve recursive aggregamanufacturer and the tokens, in the sense that each
tion of proofs, but using very different techniques;
party, upon seeing a signature on some (x, r) that
these seek statistical soundness rather than converifies under vk, believes that the signature was
ciseness and efficient verification.
produced by some token queried on (x, |r|).
Signatures of knowledge [19] and their main apOne can easily adapt this to a certificateplication of delegatable anonymous credentials [8]
authority model where each token uses its own seyield proofs that are aggregatable, but at the excret key sk, and publishes the corresponding public
pense of the proof size or the number of times agkey vk along with a certificate for vk (i.e., a signagregation (in their case, delegation) is allowed.
ture under the key of a trusted certificate author3
ity).
The problem of ensuring properties of a distributed
computation has been previously studied by a va1.4 Our Results
riety of approaches.
In summary, we present the following results:
Secure multiparty computation. Secure multiAn argument system for hearsay. We define party computation [36][9][20] considers the probassisted-prover hearsay-argument (APHA) sys- lem of correctly executing multiparty protocols in
tems: non-interactive arguments for NP which can the presence of adversaries. Our approach follows
efficiently prove statements that recursively rely on that of [36] in that parties prove to each other, by
earlier APHA proof strings, using a very strong cryptographic means, that they have been behavproof-of-knowledge property. We construct these ing correctly. The main differences are as follows.
in a model where the prover has black-box access First, we address a more general setting, where
to a simple stateless functionality, namely sign- the computation does not have to be known in ading (under a secret key) every input along with vance to the parties. Second, [36][9][20] is unscalfresh randomness. Our construction relies on stan- able in the sense of not preserving the communication graph of the original computation: even the
3 Technically, this variant is realized by tweaking the PCD
machine of Section 4.3 to verify the authority’s signature on simple “F and G” example of Section 1.2, would
this vk.
require everyone on the Internet to talk to each
5

other. By contrast, in the PCD approach, parties
perform only local computation to produce proof
strings “on the fly”, and attach them to outgoing
data packets. Conversely, the constructions in this
paper are not zero-knowledge.4

mary). However, the two approaches can be composed: a potentially powerful way to express security properties is to require messages to be correctly produced by some program prg that has desired properties (e.g., type safety), and then prove
Distributed algorithms.
Distributed algo- these properties of prg using proof-carrying code.
rithms [52] typically address achieving specific Here, the PCD compliance predicate C consists of
properties of a global nature (e.g., consensus). running the PCC verifier on prg and then executing
By contrast, we offer a general protocol compiler prg.
for ensuring local properties of individual steps
Dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis monitors
in the distributed computation. In this sense the
the properties of a program’s execution at run time
problems are complementary. Indeed, trusted
(e.g., [59][66][46]). Our approach can be intertokens turn out to be a powerful tool for global
preted as extending dynamic analysis to the disproperties as well, as shown by A2M [22] and
tributed setting, by allowing parties to (implicitly)
TrInc [50].
monitor the program execution of all prior parties
Platforms, languages, and static analysis. In- without actually being present during the executegrity can be achieved by running on suitable tions.
fault-tolerant systems. Confidentiality can be
achieved by platforms with suitable information Fabric. The Fabric system [51] is similar to PCD
flow control mechanisms [27][55], e.g., at the in motivation, but takes a very different approach.
operating-system level [47][69]. Various invari- Fabric addresses execution in a network of nodes
ants can be achieved by statically analyzing pro- which have partial trust in each other. Nodes
grams, and by programming language mechanisms express their information flow and trust policies,
such as type systems [3][26].
and the Fabric platform (through a combination of
The inherent limitations of these approaches static and runtime techniques) ensures that com(beside their difficulty) is that the output of such putation and data will be delegated across nodes
computation can be trusted only if one trusts the only when requisite trust relations exist for prewhole platform that executed it; this renders them serving the information flow policy. Thus, Fabineffective in the setting of mutually-untrusting ric is a practical system that allows “as much deldistributed parties.
egation as we are sure is safe” across a system of
Proof-carrying code. Proof-carrying code (PCC) partially-trusting nodes (where a violated trust re[56] addresses scenarios in which a host wishes to lation will undermine security). In contrast, PCD
execute code received from untrusted producers, allows (somewhat different) security properties to
and would like to ascertain that the code adheres be preserved across an arbitrary network of fullyto some rules (e.g., because the execution envi- mistrustful nodes, but with a much higher overronment is not inherently confining). In the PCC head.
approach, the producer augments the code with
formal, efficiently-checkable proofs of the desired
properties — typically, using the aforementioned 1.6 Organization
language or static analysis techniques. Such systems have been built for scenarios such as packet
In Section 2, we set up preliminaries. In Secfilter code [57], mobile agents [58] and compiled tion 3, we define and construct hearsay-argument
Java programs [23].
systems, and discuss the inherent difficulties inPCC and PCD thus address disjoint scenarios, volved as well as their resolution by assistedby different techniques (see Table 1 for a sum- prover model. In Section 4, we define proofcarrying data systems and construct them using the
4 Zero-knowledge PCD systems are naturally defined, and
results of the previous sections. In Section 5, we
necessary for some of our suggested applications. We do not
see fundamental barriers to their existence. Their efficient con- discuss some potential applications. In Section 6,
struction is a subject of present investigation.
we conclude and suggest open problems.
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Message
Statement about
Proof method
Main computation
executed by
Recursively aggregatable

Proof-carrying data
data
specific past history
cryptography +
compliance predicate
prover
(sender)
yes

Proof-carrying code
executable code
all future executions
formal methods
verifier
(host)
n/a

Table 1: Comparison between proof-carrying data and proof-carrying code.
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|M | + |x| + timeM (x, w). Beyond the usual computational soundness required of an argument system, universal arguments also satisfy a weak proofof-knowledge property. This property (defined in
[6]) is essential in one of our proofs.
The universal argument construction of Barak
and Goldreich [6] is a public-coin, 4-message
protocol built from any collision-resistant hashing scheme ([35, Sec. 6.2.2.2]). The aforementioned efficiency comes from the use of a PCP system for compressing proofs (following Micali [53]
and Kilian [44]). While PCP constructions are
notorious for being efficient only in the asymptotic sense, there are indications [10] that recent
progress approaches practicality.
The universal argument construction of Barak
and Goldreich [6] is a public-coin, 4-message
protocol built from any collision-resistant hashing scheme ([35, Sec. 6.2.2.2]). The aforementioned efficiency comes from the use of a PCP
system [5] for compressing proofs (following Micali [53] and Kilian [44]). While PCP constructions are notorious for being efficient only in the
asymptotic sense, there are indications [10] that recent progress approaches practicality.

Preliminaries

General notation. We let  denote the empty
string, and N the positive integers. For n ∈ N,
we denote by [n] the set {1, . . . , n}. We say that
a function µ : N → [0, 1] is negligible if, for every positive polynomial p, µ(n) < 1/p(n) for all
sufficiently large n.
If M is a Turing machine, then hM i is its
description (on occasion identified with M ) and
timeM (x) is the time that M takes to halt on input a string x. If C is a circuit C, then hCi is its
representation and |C| is its size. For a probability
distribution D, we denote by y ← D drawing an
element from D. Similarly, y ← M (x) denotes
the output of the machine or circuit M on input x;
if M is a probabilistic machine then y is a random
variable.
For a directed graph G = (V, E), and vertex v ∈ V , in(v) are the incoming edges of v,
out(v) its outgoing edges, parents(v) are its neighbors across in(v), and children(v) are its neighbors
across out(v).
Universal arguments. We use universal arguments [6], a variant of CS proofs [53]. These are
an efficient interactive argument system for proving membership into the universal set SU , defined
as the set of all tuples y = (M, x, t) for which
there exists a witness w such that M (x, w) accepts
within t steps. We denote by RU the witness relation of the universal set, and by RU (y) the set of
valid witnesses for a given instance y.
A universal argument consists of a prover PUA
and a verifier VUA . For an instance y = (M, x, t),
universal arguments are efficient in the sense that
the complexity of the verifier VUA is polynomial
in |y|, i.e., in poly(|M | + |x| + log t). Moreover,
the complexity of the prover PUA is polynomial in

Signature schemes. We denote a signature
scheme SIG by a triple (GSIG , SSIG , VSIG ) consisting of the key generation, signing, and verification
algorithms respectively. (See [35, Sec. 6.1].)
We use signature schemes that, beyond satisfying the standard property of security against
chosen message attack, also satisfy the (independent) property of security against signature-only
forgery: it is infeasible for a chosen-message attack to forge a hitherto-unseen signature that is
valid for any message (the forger is not required
to say which one).
7

It is simple to construct such a scheme: start
from a signature scheme that is secure against
chosen message attack, and modify its signature
algorithm to append the message to the signature (and modify the verification algorithm accordingly). However, the parameters of our construction require concise signatures whose length is independent of the message (i.e., merely polynomial
in the security parameter).
This can be achieved using a hash-then-sign
approach. Starting with any super-secure signa0
0
ture scheme5 (G0SIG , SSIG
, VSIG
) and a collisionresistant hashing scheme Hs ([35, Sec. 6.2.2.2]),
we derive (GSIG , SSIG , VSIG ) as follows. The key
generation algorithm GSIG invokes (sk0 , vk0 ) ←
G0SIG , and generates a public seed s for the hash
function. To sign a message m, SSIG ((sk0 , s), m)
0
computes h = Hs (m) and σ 0 = SSIG
(sk, h),
0
and outputs σ = (h, σ ). To verify an alleged
signature σ = (h, σ 0 ) for m, VSIG ((vk, s), m, σ)
computes h̃ = Hs (m), verifies h = h̃ and runs
0
VSIG
(vk0 , h, σ 0 ). Security is easily verified.
The super-secure signature schemes used above
are known to exist if one-way functions exist
[35, Theorem 6.5.2]. Moreover, there are efficient constructions based on the computational
Diffie-Hellman assumption in bilinear groups [13],
and generic transformations from regular signature
schemes [40].
Therefore, in the rest of this paper, when we
mention a signature scheme SIG, we shall assume
that it is secure against chosen message attack and
against signature-only forgery, and that it produces
short signatures. This is without loss of generality,
because our constructions already assume the existence of collision-resistant hashing schemes (e.g.,
to obtain universal arguments).

earlier, recursive invocations of the proof system
(as in the “F and G” example of Section 1.2).
At a high level, our goal is a proof system with
the following features:
• Non-interactive, so that (i) its proof strings
can be forwarded and included as part of the
“hearsay evidence” for subsequent proofs, and
so that (ii) its proof strings can be used to augment unidirectional communication in proofcarrying data.
• Efficient, so that proof strings (and their verification) are much shorter than the time to decide
statements they attest to.
• Aggregatable, which means that it can generate
an argument for a statement decided by a procedure that verifies “hearsay evidence” that is the
aggregation of at most polynomially many arguments.
We call an argument system that satisfies the above
set of properties a hearsay-argument system. In
our construction the prover is assisted by an oracle, so we define and obtain an assisted-prover
hearsay-argument system.
Next, we explain why achieving the above properties involves a fundamental difficulty, and show
how we resolve it by introducing an assisted
prover. After that, we define the new argument
system, then state which assumptions are sufficient
to construct it, and then exhibit a construction for
those assumptions. Finally, we discuss the realizability of an assisted prover.

3.2

Difficulties and Our Solution

In constructing an argument system that satisfies
the properties discussed in Section 3.1, two opposing requirements arise:
1. We must not use oracles. While we know
how to construct efficient argument systems us3 An Argument System for Hearsay
ing different approaches (using a short PCP
3.1 Overview
and a Merkle tree [44][53][6], or using a long
PCP and homomorphic encryption [41]), all
We introduce a new argument system for NP,
known efficient argument system constructions
which can prove statements based on “hearsay evare based on the PCP theorem, and there is
idence”, i.e., statements expressed by a decision
some evidence that this is inherent [63]. Since
procedure that itself relies on proofs generated by
the PCP theorem does not relativize [31] (not
5 A super-secure signature scheme (also called a strongly
even with respect to a random oracle [18]),
unforgeable signature scheme) is one where no new messagethese systems cannot prove statements that are
signature pair can be forged, even for messages that were aldecided by a procedure that accesses an oracle.
ready signed by the chosen-message oracle. See [35, Section
6.5.2].
Thus, to allow recursive aggregation of proofs,
8

it seems the system cannot rely on oracles.
2. We must use oracles. Efficient non-interactive
argument systems for NP are only known to exist in the random oracle model, where the verifier needs access to the random oracle. Moreover and more fundamentally, in order to prove
statements involving “hearsay evidence”, we
need a proof-of-knowledge property — as discussed in Section 1.2, mere soundness does
not suffice. To support repeated aggregation of
such proofs, the proof-of-knowledge must be
of a very strong form: a very efficient online
[60][30] knowledge extractor with a tight success probability. The only known approach to
such knowledge extraction is to force the prover
to expose the witness in queries to an oracle.

tive blowup can be tolerated at every extraction step. Conversely, PCD systems must handle
polynomially-long chains of proofs, and can thus
tolerate an additive blowup per extraction step;
hence the knowledge extractor can do little more
than merely run the prover.
Our solution. We manage to simultaneously
satisfy the above requirements, by requiring the
prover to access an oracle but not requiring the verifier to do so. A high-level description follows.
We start with the interactive protocol for publiccoin, constant-round universal arguments. By
granting the prover access to a signed-input-andrandomness oracle (informally defined in Section 1.4 and to be formally defined in Section 3.4),
we turn this into a non-interactive protocol: the
prover obtains the public-coin challenges from the
oracle instead of the verifier (in a way that also enforces the proper temporal dependence).
The oracle signs its answers using a public-key
signature scheme, so that the oracle’s random answers are verifiable without access to the oracle.
This asymmetry breaks the tension of the two requirements above, i.e., it breaks the “PCP vs. oracles” tension.
Additionally, we require the prover to obtain a
signature for the witness that he uses to generate
an argument, thus forcing the prover to query the
oracle with the witness. This yields a very strong
form of proof-of-knowledge property.
We exploit two (related) properties of the oracle: explicitness and temporal dependence. Seeing the oracle’s signature on (x, r) implies that r
was drawn at random after x was explicitly written
down. In the construction, x will be (for example)
a purported prover message in an interactive argument, and r will be the verifier’s (public-coin) response. Such forcing of temporal ordering is reminiscent of the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [29]. Extraction of witnesses from oracle queries was used by
Pass [60], Fischlin [30] and Valiant [68]. Our approach of using signatures to force oracle queries
is similar in spirit to that of Chandran et al. [17].
The introduction of an oracle accessible by the
prover is, of course, an extra requirement of our
model. Yet given the discussion above, it seems
inevitable. In Section 3.6, we argue that the specific oracle that we choose, a signed-input-andrandomness oracle, is reasonable in practice.

Previous difficulties. The tension between
the above two requirements arises in Valiant’s
work [68]. On one hand, he uses CS proofs as noninteractive arguments. Hence, his construction is
ill-defined: it requires generating (PCP-based) CS
proofs for statements decided by a procedure that
needs oracle access. Therefore, one can at best
conjecture (as done in [68]) that the construction,
once the random oracle has been instantiated by an
appropriate function ensemble, is secure.
Moreover, in order to prove the existence of an
efficient knowledge extractor with a tight success
probability, he exhibits a procedure that examines
a prover’s calls to the random oracle. However,
once the random oracle has been instantiated, the
procedure fails since there are no oracle calls to
examine.
This difficulty seems inherent: Valiant’s construction uses an online knowledge extractor that
observes an execution of a prover only through its
inputs, outputs, and oracle calls (of which there are
none after instantiation), and the online knowledge
extractor must be able to extract a witness of size
3n given a proof string of size only n. The existence of such a procedure would imply that for any
NP language, the witnesses can be compressed by
a factor of 3, which seems unlikely.
Lastly, note that the proof-of-knowledge property we require is even stronger than [68] aimed
for, in terms of the knowledge extractor’s tightness.
This is because incrementally verifiable computation allows proofs to be aggregated
in a logarithmically-deep tree, so a multiplica9

VAPHA , LE produces a valid witness for y in the
following sense. By examining only the oracle
query-answer transcript hPe(vk), Oi of Pe, LE produces a list of triples {(yi , πi , wi )}i with the property that there exists some triple (yj , πj , wj ) for
which yj = y, πj = π, and for every such triple
• the oracle generator GAPHA : for a security pawj is a valid witness for y. This implication holds
rameter κ ∈ N, GAPHA (1κ ) outputs the descripwith all but negligible probability (over the out6
tion of a probabilistic stateless oracle O to asput of GAPHA ). Note that LE is not explicitly told
sist the prover, together with O’s verification
which y or π to look for. Formally:
key vk;
• the prover PAPHA : for a verification key vk, an Definition 1 (APHA System). An assisted-prover
instance y = (M, x, t), and a string w such that hearsay-argument system with security parame(y, w) is in the witness relation RU of the uni- ter κ is a triple of polynomial-time machines
versal set SU (i.e., the machine M , on input x (GAPHA , PAPHA , VAPHA ), where GAPHA is a probaO
and w, accepts within t steps), PAPHA
(vk, y, w) bilistic, PAPHA is deterministic with oracle access,
outputs a proof string π for the claim that y ∈ and VAPHA is a deterministic, that satisfies the folSU ; and
lowing conditions:
• the verifier VAPHA : for a verification key vk, an • Efficient verification: There exists a polynomial p such that for any κ ∈ N, (O, vk) ∈
instance y, and a proof string π, VAPHA (vk, y, π)
GAPHA (1κ ), instance y = (M, x, t), and proof
accepts if π convinces him that y ∈ SU .
string π,
The triple (GAPHA , PAPHA , VAPHA ) must satisfy
three properties — the first two are essentially the
timeVAPHA (vk, y, π) ≤ p(κ + |y|) .
verifying and proving complexity requirements of
computationally-sound proofs and universal arguIn particular, |π| ≤ p(κ + |y|), i.e., the
ments, and the third one is a form of proof-ofproof string length is poly(κ + |hM i| + |x|) +
knowledge property (that is strictly stronger than
polylog(t).
the regular one [34, Sec. 4.7]).
First, proof strings generated by the prover • Completeness via a relatively-efficient prover:
For every κ ∈ N and (y, w) ∈ RU ,
should be efficiently verifiable by the verifier:
h
VAPHA halts in time that is polynomial in the sePr
VAPHA (vk,y, π) = 1
curity parameter κ and the length of the instance
y; in particular, the length of a proof string π is
(O, vk) ← GAPHA (1κ ) ;
also so bounded.
i
O
π ← PAPHA
(vk, y, w) = 1
Second, the prover should be able to prove true
theorems using a reasonable amount of resources:
(where the probability is taken over the interwhenever it is indeed the case that (y, w) ∈ RU ,
O
nal randomness of GAPHA and O). FurtherPAPHA (vk, y, w) always convinces VAPHA ; moremore, there exists a polynomial p such that for
over, PAPHA halts in time that is polynomial in the
every κ ∈ N, (O, vk) ∈ GAPHA (1κ ), and
security parameter κ, the size of the description of
((M, x, t), w) ∈ RU ,
M , the length of x, and timeM (x, w). (Note that
timeM (x, w) is the actual time it takes for M to

O
timePAPHA
vk, (M, x, t), w ≤
halt on input x and w, and not the upper bound t.)

Third, there exists a fixed list extractor circuit
p κ + |hM i| + |x| + timeM (x, w) .
LE of size poly(κ) such that, for any (possibly
Note that timeM (x, w) ≤ t.
cheating) prover circuit Pe of size poly(κ) that
outputs an instance y and proof π that convince • List extraction: There exists a list extractor circuit LE such that for every (possibly cheating)
6 While our constructions are given for a probabilistic oraprover circuit Pe of size poly(κ), for all sufficle, in Section 3.6 we discuss how to “derandomize” the oracle
and make it deterministic.
ciently large κ, if Pe convinces VAPHA then LE

3.3

Definition of APHA Systems

We define assisted-prover hearsay-argument
(APHA) systems and discuss their properties.
An APHA system is a triple of machines
(GAPHA , PAPHA , VAPHA ) that works as follows:
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extracts a list containing a witness:
machine defined as follows: On input (x, s)
where x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and s ≥ 0, Osk1 ,sk2 does the
h
Pr VAPHA (vk, y, π) = 1 −→
following:

 1. r ← {0, 1}s
∃ (yi , πi , wi ) ∈ extlist s.t. yi = y, πi = π
2. If s = 0, σ ← SSIG (sk1 , (x, r))
3. If s > 0, σ ← SSIG (sk2 , (x, r))
and ∀ (yi , πi , wi ) ∈ extlist
4. Output (r, σ)

s.t. yi = y, πi = π : (yi , wi ) ∈ RU
Our main technical result is constructing APHA
(O, vk) ← GAPHA (1κ ) ; (y, π) ← PeO (vk) ; systems from constant-round public-coin universal
i
arguments and signature schemes:
> 1 − µ(κ)
extlist ← LE Pe(vk), O
Theorem 3.1 (APHA from universal arguments
(where the probability is taken over the internal and signatures). APHA systems whose oracle is
randomness of GAPHA and O), for some negli- signed-input-and-randomness can be built from
gible function µ. Furthermore, |LE| is poly(κ). any signature scheme and (public-coin, constantround) universal arguments.
Proof of knowledge. The list-extraction property
implies the standard proof-of-knowledge property,
Such public-coin, constant-round universal arin which a knowledge extractor directly outputs guments are known to exist if collision-resistant
a witness corresponding to an instance-proof pair hashing schemes exist [6, Theorem 1.1], and likethat convinces the verifier (indeed, the knowledge wise for signatures schemes (see Section 2). We
extractor need only run the list extractor LE and thus deduce the existence of APHA systems under
locate the relevant triple in the list).
a mild, generic assumption:
Adaptive soundness. As always, proof-ofknowledge implies soundness: if the prover con- Corollary 3.2 (Existence of APHA systems). Asvinces the verifier (with probability better than suming the existence of collision-resistant hashing
1/p(κ)) then a witness can be extracted with schemes, there exist APHA systems whose oracle
nonzero probability and thus exists. Moreover, is signed-input-and-randomness.
APHA systems are adaptively sound, i.e., soundLet us proceed to prove Theorem 3.1 by conness holds even when the prover choose the in- structing an APHA system, following the intuition
stance for which he wishes to produce a proof presented in Section 3.2. The oracle generator
string. In particular, the instance may depend on G
APHA is constructed as follows.
the oracle and vk.
Algorithm 1 (GAPHA ). The oracle generator
3.4 Construction of an APHA System
GAPHA , on input a security parameter κ ∈ N, does
In the assisted-prover model, every party has the following:
black-box access to a certain functionality. In our 1. (sk1 , vk1 ) ← GSIG (1κ )
case, the black-box functionality is defined as fol- 2. (sk2 , vk2 ) ← GSIG (1κ )
lows.7
3. vk ≡ (vk1 , vk2 )
Definition 2 (Signed-Input-and-Randomness 4. hOi ≡ hOsk1 ,sk2 i, where Osk1 ,sk2 is a SIR
oracle
functionality). Let SIG = (GSIG , SSIG , VSIG ) be
5.
Output (hOi, vk)
a signature scheme. Let κ ∈ N be the security
parameter of SIG. Given sk1 and sk2 (generated
To prove y ∈ SU , we will not invoke universal
by GSIG (1κ )), the signed-input-and-randomness arguments directly on the instance y = (M, x, t),
(SIR) functionality with respect to sk1 and sk2 , but rather on an a slightly larger augmented indenoted Osk1 ,sk2 , is given by the probabilistic stance yaug = (Maug , xaug , taug ). The augmented
decider machine Maug invokes M to check an (al7 The need for two separate keys arises for technical reasons
of avoiding thorny dependencies across the transitions in the leged) witness w for y, and also verifies an (alproof (Section 3.5).
leged) signature on y and w. (The prover will be
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forced to query the oracle on w in order to obtain
first message, to obtain resp1 , the prover’s first
such a signature, and this will facilitate knowledge
response.
extraction.) Let us define the subroutine AUG that 5. Simulate VUA ’s second message. Call O with

maps y to yaug :
query q2 = (resp1 , a1 ), p2 (|yaug |) to obtain
answer a2 = (r2 , σ2 ).
Algorithm 2 (AUG). Let p(κ, m) be a polyno6.
Compute
PUA ’s second message. Continue the
mial that bounds the running time of VSIG with seabove
execution
of PUA (yaug , w), using r2 as
curity parameter κ on messages of length at most
the
verifier’s
second
message, to obtain resp2 ,
m. Fix a security parameter κ ∈ N and let
κ
the
prover’s
second
(and
last) response.
(O, vk) ∈ GAPHA (1 ) and parse vk as (vk1 , vk2 ).
Let y = (M, x, t) be an instance, and let σ be an 7. Package the signature and (part of) the transcript into a preliminary proof string. Define
(alleged) signature on a witness for y. The subrouπ 0 ≡ (σ, tr), where tr ≡ (a1 , resp1 , a2 , resp2 ).
tine AUG, on input (vk1 , σ, y), does the following:
8. Obtain a signature on the instance and preliminary proof. Call O with query q3 ≡
1. xaug ≡ (vk1 , σ, y)
((“proof”, π 0 ), 0) to obtain answer a3 =
2. taug ≡ t + p(κ, m) where
(, σ 0 ).
m ≡ |((“inst-wit”, y, 1t ), )|
0
0
3. Define Maug to be the machine that, on input 9. Output the signed proof. Output π ≡ (π , σ ).
(x, w), works as follows
Algorithm 4 (VAPHA ). Fix a security parameter κ
(a) Let b1 be the output of
and let (O, vk) ∈ GAPHA (1κ ). Let y = (M, x, t)
VSIG (vk1 , ((“inst-wit”, y, w), ), σ)
(b) Let b2 be the output of M (x, w) after run- be an instance and let π be an (alleged) proof string
for “y ∈ SU ”. The verifier VAPHA (vk, y, π) does
ning for t steps
the following:
(c) Output b1 ∧ b2
4. Output yaug ≡ (Maug , xaug , taug )
1. Parse vk as (vk1 , vk2 ); parse π as (π 0 , σ 0 ),
where π 0 ≡ (σ, tr), tr ≡ (a1 , resp1 , a2 , resp2 ),
We proceed to describe the construction of the
a1 = (r1 , σ1 ), and a2 = (r2 , σ2 ).
prover PAPHA and verifier VAPHA . Let p1 and p2
be polynomials such that, given an instance y of 2. Verify that the signature is valid. Check that
VSIG (vk1 , ((“proof”, π 0 ), 0), σ 0 ) = 1.
length n, the first message of VUA has length p1 (n)
8
and the second message of VUA has length p2 (n). 3. Compute the augmented instance.
yaug ← AUG(vk1 , σ, y).
Algorithm 3 (PAPHA ). Fix a security parameter κ
4.
Verify that the transcript is consistent. Check
κ
and let (O, vk) ∈ GAPHA (1 ). Let y = (M, x, t)
that:
be an instance and w be a string, supposedly such
(a) VSIG (vk2 , (yaug , r1 ), σ1 ) = 1 and
O
that (y, w) ∈ RU . The prover PAPHA (vk, y, w)
|r1 | = p1 (|yaug |)
does the following:
(b) VSIG (vk2 , ((resp1 , a1 ), r2 ), σ1 ) = 1 and
1. Obtain a signature of the witness. Call O with
|r2 | = p2 (|yaug |).
query q0 ≡ ((“inst-wit”, y, w), 0) to obtain
5.
Verify
that the transcript is convincing. Check
answer a0 = (, σ).
that the third step of VUA (yaug ), using r1 and r2
2. Compute the augmented instance. Parse vk as
as the verifier’s first and second messages, and
(vk1 , vk2 ); compute yaug ← AUG(vk1 , σ, y).
using resp1 and resp2 as the prover’s first and
3. Simulate VUA ’s first message.
Call O with

second messages, accepts.
query q1 ≡ yaug , p1 (|yaug |) to obtain answer
a1 = (r1 , σ1 ).
4. Compute PUA ’s first message. Execute the first 3.5 Correctness of the APHA Construction
We complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by showstep of PUA (yaug , w), using r1 as the verifier’s
ing
that the above construction is indeed an APHA
8 For convenience, the construction here is specialized to the
system.
Efficient verifiability, as well as complete2-round (4-message) universal arguments protocol of [6]. It
ness
via
a relatively-efficient prover, follow easily
naturally generalizes to any constant-round public-coin protocol.
from the construction.
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PAPHA
PUA

r1
resp1

(“inst-wit”, y, w), 0
a0 = (!, σ)

VUA

yaug , p1 (|yaug |)

a1 = (r1 , σ1 )

PUA

(resp1 , a1 ), p2 (|yaug |)

r2

a2 = (r2 , σ2 )

resp2

O
O
O

!

(“proof”, π ), 0

a3 = (!, σ3 )

π = (π ! , σ ! )

O

?

y ∈ SU

VAPHA
VUA

Figure 4: Diagram for the construction of PAPHA ; recall that tr ≡ (a1 , resp1 , a2 , resp2 ) and π 0 ≡ (σ, tr).

via black-box access to the functionality proved
for the preceding one.

The remaining property, list-extraction, is fulfilled by the following list extractor LE:
Algorithm 5 (LE). Given vk and a prover-oracle
interaction transcript hPe(vk), Oi, LE(hPe(vk), Oi)
does the following:
1. extlist ← newLIST()
2. In
the
transcript
hPe(vk), Oi,
let
(q1 , a1 ), . . . , (ql , al ) be the query-answer
pairs in which the query is of the form
qi = ((“proof”, πi0 ), 0).
3. for i ∈ [l] do:
(a) Parse πi0 as (σi , tri ) and ai as (, σi0 ).
(b) Find some (q, a) in hPe(vk), Oi such that
a = (, σi ) and q is of the form q =
((“inst-wit”, y, w), 0). If none exists,
output ⊥ and abort.
(c) Add (y, (πi0 , σi0 ), w) to extlist.
4. Output extlist.

First construction: adaptivity. Starting from a
universal-argument system (PUA , VUA ), which has
a weak proof-of-knowledge (PoK) property, we
show how to construct a pair of machines (P1 , V1 )
for which the weak PoK property holds even when
the prover itself adaptively chooses the claimed instance y. The prover has oracle access to a functionality O1 that outputs random strings upon request; the prover interacts with O1 , and then outputs an instance y and a proof string π1 for the
claim “y ∈ SU ”. When verifying the output of
the prover, we allow V1 to see all the query-answer
pairs of the prover to O1 .
V1 works by requiring a (possibly cheating)
prover Pe1 to produce a transcript of the universalargument protocol which VUA would have accepted, and, moreover, by verifying that the
public-coin challenges in the transcript were obClaim 3.3. LE fulfills the list-extraction property
tained by Pe1 , in the right order, as answers from
of (GAPHA , PAPHA , VAPHA ).
O1 .
We show that whenever a prover Pe1 convinces
The following is an overview of the proof strucV1 on some instance y of its choice, Pe1 can be
ture; see [21] for details.
converted into a cheating PeUA that convinces VUA
on y, from which a witness for “y ∈ SU ” can be
Proof sketch. To prove the success of LE, we deextracted using the universal-argument knowledge
fine a sequence of intermediate constructions of inextractor EUA . We thus obtain a knowledge extraccreasing power, starting from universal-argument
tor E1 .
systems (with a weak proof of knowledge property) and ending at APHA systems (with full- Second step: stateless oracle. Starting from the
fledged list extraction). Each construction is built pair of machines (P1 , V1 ), we show how to con13

struct a triple of machines (G2 , P2 , V2 ) for which
the weak PoK property still holds. This time, the
prover has oracle access to a stateless probabilistic
oracle O2 generated by G2 , instead of the aforementioned stateful oracle O1 . On input x, O2 outputs a random string r together with a signature on
(x, r). When verifying the output of the prover,
this time V2 does not see the query-answer pairs
of the prover to O2 . Instead, it verifies the signatures in the transcript provided by the prover, to be
convinced that the queries were made to O2 .
That is, V2 requires a (possibly cheating) prover
Pe2 to produce a proof string that V1 would have
accepted, along with corresponding signatures that
are valid under the verification key of O2 .
As before (but by a different technique), we
show that whenever a prover Pe2 convinces V2 on
some instance y of its choice, Pe2 can be converted
into a prover Pe1 that convinces V1 on y, from
which a witness for “y ∈ SU ” can be extracted
using the knowledge extractor E1 . We thus obtain
a knowledge extractor E2 .

is used just in the proof of correctness of LE, in a
reduction from failure of LE to forgeability of signatures.9 Since signatures are forgeable with negligible probability, the polynomial loss of the weak
PoK amounts to just a small increase in the security parameter.
Thus, we show that whenever VAPHA accepts the
output of Pe we can (with all but for negligible
probability) efficiently find a valid witness for the
instance output by Pe among the queries of Pe to O,
which is the main ingredient of the proof of correctness of the list extractor LE.

3.6

Realizability of an Assisted Prover

Our construction attain APHA systems (and
eventually PCD systems) assuming black-box access to single, fixed functionality: signed-inputand-randomness. This functionality is stateless,
and is parametrized by a single concise secret (the
signing key sk).

Communication. The communication between
the prover and the oracle O is as low as one could
hope for given our approach to knowledge extracThird step: list extraction. Starting from
tion (see Section 3.2): linear in the witness size
(G2 , P2 , V2 ), we show how to construct a triple
|w|, and polynomial in the instance |y| and secuof machines (GAPHA , PAPHA , VAPHA ) that is an
rity parameter κ. Moreover, only four queries are
APHA system. Similarly to the previous step,
needed. Note that the total communication is linprovers for VAPHA have access to a stateless
ear in the length of the original witness w for the
signed-input-and-randomness oracle O (followstatement y = (M, x, t) ∈ SU , rather than (as in
ing Definition 2), generated by GAPHA ; however,
non-interactive CS proofs) a much longer PCP wit(GAPHA , PAPHA , VAPHA ) satisfies a PoK property
ness which contains the whole t-step execution of
in a much stronger sense, specified by the APHA
M (x, w).
list-extraction property and its list-extractor LE.
This “knowledge boosting” relies on forcing the Computation. Using the hash-then-sign approach,
prover to explicitly state its witness in some query and typical hash function constructions, the computational complexity of the signed-input-andto O.
randomness functionality is essentially linear in its
VAPHA works by requiring the (possibly cheatcommunication complexity size and polynomial in
e
ing) prover P to produce a proof string that V2
the security parameter.
would have accepted; however, the proof string
How would such an oracle
should not be about the claim “y ∈ SU ” (for some Realization.
be
provided
in
reality?
As noted earinstance y chosen by the prover), but about some
lier,
similar
requisites
arose
in related
related claim “yaug ∈ SU ”, where yaug is derived
works
[39][42][54][17][25][50].
One wellfrom y. Essentially, the prover can convince V2
studied
option
is
to
use
a
secure
hardware
token
that “yaug ∈ SU ” only if it knows a signature, that
that
is
tamper-proof
and
leak-proof.
Indeed,
verifies under the verification key of O, for a valid
witness that “y ∈ SU ”. Thus, the prover is forced similar signing tokens are already prescribed by
to explicitly query O on such a witness — and this German law [28]. Similarly, the functionality
can be embedded in cryptographic coprocessors,
query can be found by the knowledge extractor.
9 This is similar in spirit to the extractor abort lemma of
Crucially, the knowledge extractor E2 is not invoked by the APHA list extractor LE; rather, E2 Chandran et al. [17].
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Each edge (u, v) is labeled by data(u, v), which is
the data that is (allegedly) output by the program
of u and is given as input to the program of v. Each
source vertex has a single outgoing edge, carrying
an input of the distributed computation; there are
no programs at sources, so we set their label to ⊥.
The final output of the distributed computation is
the data carried along edges going into sinks.
An augmented distributed computation transcript
(abbreviated augmented transcript) is a
Removing randomness. The randomness of the
quadruple
ADC = (G, code, data, proof) such
signed-input-and-randomness functionality is not
that
(G,
code,
data) is a transcript, and proof is an
essential: one could replace the fresh random bits
additional
labeling
on the edges of G, specifying
with pseudorandom bits obtained by a pseudoranproof
strings
carried
along those edges. (See Figdom function, applied to the input, whose seed is
ure
5.)
kept secret. In this way, one only has to trust the
Given a transcript DC = (G, code, data), at
token to hide its secret bits (the signing key and the
times
we need to consider the part of the disseed) and to operate correctly, but not to also gentributed
computation up to a certain point. For an
erate random bits. Indeed, our constructions do not
of DC up
require the randomness from the token to be fresh edge (u, v) ∈ E, we define the transcript
0
0
0
for repeated queries with the same input, and se- to (u, v), denoted DC|(u,v) = (G , code , data ),
curity holds even if the randomness comes from to be the labeled subgraph induced by the subset
a pseudorandom function. Intuitively, this holds of vertices consisting of v, u and all ancestors of
since even with a randomized oracle, adversaries u.
can replay old answers.
A transcript captures the propagation of inforTPM chips, and general-purpose smartcard such
as TEMs [24]. Alternatively, one may hope that
this specific functionality can be obfuscated,
either in the strict virtual-box-box sense [7] or (for
real-world security applications) in some heuristic
sense. Lastly, the functionality can be realized
via standard MPC techniques between multiple
parties, tokens, or services, if the requisite fraction
of honest participants is available.

4

mation via messages in the distributed computation, and thus the graph is acyclic by definition. A
party performing several steps of computations on
different inputs at different times is represented by
distinct corresponding vertices.
Next, we define what we mean for a distributed
computation to be compliant, which is our notion of “correctness with respect to some specification”. We capture compliance via an efficiently
computable predicate C that is required to hold
true at each vertex, when given the program of the
vertex together with its inputs and (alleged) outputs.

Proof-Carrying Data Systems

We define and construct proof-carrying data
(PCD) systems, which realize the framework of
proof-carrying data. The following subsections are
organized as follows: in Section 4.1, we define the
notion of compliance for distributed computation;
in Section 4.2, we define PCD systems and discuss their properties; in Section 4.3, we construct
a PCD system, and, in Section 4.4, we sketch its
correctness.

4.1

Compliance of Computation

Definition 4 (C-compliance). A compliance
predicate C is a polynomial-time computable
predicate on strings. A distributed computation transcript DC = (G, code, data) is Ccompliant if for every vertex v ∈ V it holds
that C data(in(v)), code(v), data(out(v)) = 1
(where data(in(v)) denotes the list of data labels
on v’s parents, and analogously for data(out(v))).

We begin by specifying our notion of distributed
computation.

Definition 3 (Distributed computation transcript).
A distributed computation transcript (abbreviated
transcript) is a triple DC = (G, code, data) representing a directed acyclic multi-graph G = (V, E)
with labels code on the vertices and labels data on
the edges. Vertices represent the computation of
programs, and edges represent messages sent be- Alternatives. One may consider stronger forms
tween these programs. Each non-source vertex v of compliance. For example, the compliance predis with labeled its program code, denoted code(v). icate could get as extra inputs the graph G and
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input

⊥

πa
z a,

zin , πin prg
a
za !

,π
a!

prgb

prgc

zd , πd

zb , πb

zb !

prgf

prgd

,π

ze , πe

b!

zc , πc

prge

zd! , πd!

zf , πf

ze! , πe!

prgg

zout , πout

output

Figure 5: Example of an augmented distributed computation transcript. Programs are denoted by prg’s, data
by z’s, and proof strings by π’s. The corresponding (non-augmented) distributed computation transcript is
with the proof strings omitted.

the identity of the vertex v (so that the compliance
predicate “knows” which vertex in the graph it is
examining). Stronger still, the compliance predicate could be global, and get as input the whole
transcript DC = (G, code, data). However, our
goal is to realize PCD in a dynamic setting, where
future computations have not happened yet (and
might even be unknown) and past computations
have been long forgotten, so that compliance must
indeed be decided locally. Therefore, we choose
a local compliance predicate, which only gets as
input the information that is locally available at a
vertex, i.e., the program of the vertex together with
its inputs and (alleged) outputs.

4.2

verification
key

zin1

πin1

zin2
πin2

vk

prg

compliance
predicate

C

zout
πout

Figure 6: Computation of the new proof string
πout for the output data zout using the PCD prover
O
(vk, C, zout , prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 ).
PPCD
O
(vk, C, zout , prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 )
πout ← PPCD

is an output consistent with a C-compliant transcript.11
• The PCD verifier VPCD : for a verification key
vk, a compliance predicate C, an output zout ,
and a proof string πout , VPCD (vk, C, zout , πout )
accepts if πout convinces him that zout is an output consistent with a C-compliant transcript.

Definition of PCD Systems

We proceed to define proof-carrying data systems, starting with their structure and an informal
description of their properties.

Sunday, November 15, 2009

4.2.1

Structure of PCD systems

A PCD system consists of a triple of machines,
(GPCD , PPCD , VPCD ), that works as follows:
• The PCD oracle generator GPCD : for a security parameter κ, GPCD (1κ ) outputs the description of a probabilistic10 stateless oracle O, together with O’s verification key vk.
• The PCD prover PPCD : Let vk be a verification key, let C be a compliance predicate, and
let prg be a program with (alleged) output zout
and two inputs zin1 and zin2 with corresponding proof strings πin1 and πin2 (see Figure 6).
O
Then PPCD
(vk, C, zout , prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 )
outputs a proof string πout for the claim that zout
10 The

oracle can be derandomized; see Section 3.6.
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Using these algorithms, a distributed computation transcript is dynamically compiled into an
augmented distributed computation transcript by
adding a proof string to each edge (see Figure 5).
The process of generating proof strings is defined
inductively, by having each (internal) vertex v in
DC use PPCD to produce a new proof string πout for
its output zout (given its inputs, their inductively
generated proof strings, its program, and output).
More precisely, focusing on a particular edge
(u, v) ∈ E, we recursively define the process of
computing proof strings in DC up to (u, v); this
11 Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to transcripts for which programs have exactly two inputs and one output.

process generates an augmented transcript of DC
up to (u, v). Let DC0 = DC|(u,v) be the transcript
of DC up to (u, v), and proof 0 : E 0 → {0, 1}∗ another label on the edges of DC0 that carries proof
strings (in addition to the label data0 that carries
the data). Initially, proof strings on the outgoing edges of sources are set to ⊥. Then, taking
each non-source non-sink vertex w ∈ V 0 in some
topological order,12 let win1 ,win2 be the two parents
of w, and let wout be its the single child in DC0 .
Let zin1 = data(win1 , w), πin1 = proof 0 (win1 , w),
zin2 = data(win2 , w), πin2 = proof 0 (win2 , w),
prg = code(w), and zout = data(w, wout ). Then,
recursively compute
O
πout ← PPCD
(vk, C, zout , prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 ),

and define πout ≡ proof 0 (w, wout ). The final output z of DC0 = DC|(u,v) has the proof string
z = proof(u, v).

4.2.2

Third, soundness means that given a compliance
predicate C and an output string z that is not consistent with any C-compliant transcript, no cheating prover circuit Pe of size poly(κ) can generate a
convincing proof string π for z (except with nonnegligible probability, over the randomness of the
oracle and its verification key).
In order to preserve security for distributed computation that uses cryptographic functionality that
is only computationally secure, we actually require
a stronger property: proof of knowledge. A proof
string π augmenting a piece of data z attests to the
following. For any (possibly cheating) prover circuit Pe of size poly(κ), there exists a knowledge
extractor EPCD circuit such that, for any output
string z, if Pe produces a sufficiently convincing
proof string π for z, then EPCD can extract from
Pe a C-compliant transcript DC that has final output z. Also, |EPCD | is polynomial in |Pe| and the
security parameter κ.13

Properties of PCD (intuitive)

The triple (GPCD , PPCD , VPCD ) must satisfy
three properties. Analogously to APHA systems,
the first two bound the complexity of proving
and verifying, and the third is a strong proof-ofknowledge property (which, in particular, implies
soundness). These are adapted to the context of
distributed computation transcripts.
First, proof strings generated by the prover
should be efficiently verifiable by the verifier:
VPCD halts in time that is polynomial in the security parameter κ, the size of the description of C,
the length of z, and the logarithm of the time it
took to generate π. (Our parameters are even better; see the analysis in Section 4.2.3.)
Second, the prover should be able to prove true
statements using a reasonable amount of time.
Whenever it is indeed the case that a transcript DC
is C-compliant, if the above recursive process is
used to generate a proof string π for the data z
on some edge, then (z, π) are indeed accepted by
VPCD . Moreover, the above recursive process runs
in time that is polynomial in the security parameter
κ, the size of the description of C and the time it
took to to verify C-compliance at every node.
12 Formally,

since G is acyclic, we are oblivious to the choice
of temporal order. In reality the proof strings are computed
on-the-fly according to the temporal order by which the data
messages are generated; by causality, this order is topological.
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4.2.3

Properties of PCD (formal)

We proceed to capture the above intuition more
formally. First, because provers and verifiers are
concatenated in a recursive structure, in order to
precisely quantify their complexity we need to define a recursive function over the transcript DC.
The recursive function that characterizes the
complexity is as follows:
Definition 5 (Recursive Time up to an Edge). Let
p be a positive polynomial, κ a security parameter, C a compliance predicate, and DC a transcript.
Given (u, v) ∈ E, we define the recursive time of
DC|(u,v) , denoted Tp (κ, C, DC|(u,v) ), where Tp is
recursively defined as follows:
• If u is a source vertex,


Tp κ, C, DC|(u,v) ≡ p κ + |hCi| .

13 Our construction attains a stronger definition, where a fixed
knowledge extractor can extract from any convincing prover
by observing only its output and its interaction with the oracle
(analogously to the APHA list extraction property). We use the
above weaker definition for convenience of presentation.

• Otherwise,

(where the probability is taken over the internal
randomness of GPCD and O).
Furthermore, there exists a positive polynomial
p such that for every κ ∈ N, (O, vk) ∈
GPCD (1κ ), C-compliant computation DC, and
edge (v, w) ∈ E with label z = data(v, w),


Tp κ, C, DC|(u,v) ≡

timeC data(in(u)), code(u), data(out(u))

X
+
p κ + |hCi| + |data(u0 , u)|+
u0 ∈parents(u)



log Tp κ, C, data(u0 , u), DC|(u0 ,u)
.

The essential property of this recursive function is that the cost of past computation decays as an iterated logarithm at every aggregation
step, and thus converges very quickly. Hence,
the time it takes to generate a proof πout is
essentially polynomial in the time it takes to
merely locally check compliance, i.e., to compute
C((zin1 , zin2 ), prg, (zout )); and verification time is
logarithmic in that.
We can now state the definition of PCD systems.
Definition 6 (PCD System). A proof-carrying
data system with security parameter κ is a triple of
polynomial-time machines (GPCD , PPCD , VPCD ),
where GPCD is probabilistic, PPCD is deterministic with oracle access, and VPCD is deterministic,
that satisfies the following conditions:
• Efficient verification: There exists a positive
polynomial p such that for every κ ∈ N,
(O, vk) ∈ GPCD (1κ ), compliance predicate C,
transcript DC, edge (u, v) ∈ E with label z =
data(u, v), and proof string π,
timeVPCD (vk, C, z, π) ≤
p κ + |hCi| + |z| + log Tp κ, C, DC|(u,v)



.

timeAO (vk, C, DC|(u,v) ) ≤
p κ + |hCi| + |z| + Tp κ, C, DC|(u,v)



.

• Proof-of-knowledge property: Let κ ∈ N. For
every (possibly cheating) prover circuit Pe of
size poly(κ), there exists a knowledge extractor
circuit EPCD of size poly(κ) such that, for every
polynomial p, compliance predicate C, output
string z ∈ {0, 1}∗ , and for sufficiently large κ:
if Pe convinces VPCD to accept z with nonnegligible probability,
h
Pr VPCD (vk,C, z, π) = 1
(O, vk) ← GPCD (1κ ) ;
i
1
π ← PeO (vk, C, z) >
p(κ)
(where the probability is taken over the internal randomness of GPCD and O), then EPCD
extracts a C-compliant distributed computation
transcript DC consistent with the final output z
(i.e., z = data(u, v) and (u, v) is the unique incoming edge to the unique sink vertex v) with
almost the same probability:
h
Pr DC is C-compliant ∧ u, v ∈ V ∧
DC = DC|(u,v) ∧ z = data(u, v)

In particular, the proof string is short: |π|≤
(O, vk) ← GPCD (1κ ) ;
i
p κ + |hCi| + |z| + log Tp κ, C, DC|(u,v) .
1
O
DC ← EPCD
(vk, C, z) >
− µ(κ)
• Completeness via a relatively-efficient prover:
p(κ)
Let A be the process of computing proof strings
in DC up to (u, v), described above. For every
(where the probability is taken over the internal
κ ∈ N, compliance predicate C, C-compliant
randomness of GPCD and O), for some negligitranscript DC, and edge (u, v) ∈ E with label
ble function µ.
z = data(u, v),
4.3 Construction of a PCD System
h
Pr VPCD (vk, C, z, π) = 1
We show the following:
(O, vk) ← GPCD (1κ ) ;

Theorem 4.1 (PCD from APHA). PCD systems
can be built from APHA systems (using the same
oracle).

i
π ← A (vk, C, DC|(u,v) ) = 1
O
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vk,C
(b) Define yin1 ≡ (MPCD
, (zin1 , din1 ), tin1 ).
0
(c) Verify that VAPHA (vk, yin1 , πin
) = 1, oth1
erwise reject.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for zin2 and πin2 .
4. Accept iff C((zin1 , zin2 ), prg, (zout )) accepts.

Combining this with Corollary 3.2, we deduce
the existence of PCD systems under mild standard
assumptions:
Corollary 4.2 (Existence of PCD systems). Assuming the existence of collision-resistant hashing
schemes, there exist PCD systems whose oracle is
signed-input-and-randomness.

The PCD prover and verifier are then constructed as follows.

Given any APHA system (GAPHA , PAPHA ,
VAPHA ), such as those of Section 3, we construct
a PCD system (GPCD , PPCD , VPCD ) as follows.
The oracle generator is the same (i.e., GPCD =
GAPHA ). The PCD prover and verifier will invoke
those of APHA on specially crafted statements
“(MPCD , x, t) ∈ SU ”, where MPCD is a fixed PCD
machine (depending only on the compliance predicate C and the verification key vk) which specifies
how to aggregate proof strings, check C locally
and generate the new proof string.
Specifically, MPCD gets as input a string
x = (zout , dout ), where zout is the alleged output of the current vertex and dout is the number of past aggregations, and a witness w =
(prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 ) containing the program
prg of the current vertex, together with its inputs
and their corresponding proof strings. The PCD
machine will accept only if
1. it verifies, by invoking VAPHA , that the proof
strings of the inputs are valid, and
2. C((zin1 , zin2 ), prg, (zout )) = 1, i.e.,
C-compliance holds.
For the “base case” dout = 1, MPCD does not
have previous proof strings to verify, so it will
only check that C-compliance holds. Formally, the
PCD machine is defined as follows:

Algorithm 7 (PPCD ). Fix κ ∈ N and let
(O, vk) ∈ GPCD (1κ ). Let C be a compliance
predicate, zout the (alleged) output of a program
prg with inputs zin1 and zin2 (and corresponding
proof strings πin1 and πin2 ). The PCD prover
O
PPCD
(vk, C, zout , prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 ) does the
following:
1. If πin1 =⊥, run C(⊥, ⊥, zin1 ) and let tin1 be the
time C takes to halt. Otherwise, parse πin1 as
0
, din1 , tin1 ).
(πin
1
2. If πin2 =⊥, run C(⊥, ⊥, zin2 ) and let tin2 be the
time C takes to halt. Otherwise, parse πin2 as
0
, din2 , tin2 ).
(πin
2
3. Run C((zin1 , zin2 ), u, (zout )) and let tC be the
time C takes to halt.
4. Define t ≡ tC + tin1 + tin2 ,
dout ≡ max{din1 , din2 } + 1,
vk,C
y ≡ (MPCD
, (zout , dout ), t) and
w ≡ (prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 ).
O
5. Compute π 0 ← PAPHA
(vk, y, w).
0
6. Define π ≡ (π , d, t).
7. Output π.

Algorithm 8 (VPCD ). Fix κ ∈ N and let (O, vk) ∈
GPCD (1κ ). Let C be a compliance predicate, z
an output string, and π a proof string. The PCD
verifier VPCD (vk, C, z, π) does the following:
Algorithm 6 (PCD Machine). Fix κ ∈ N and let 1. If π =⊥, output C(⊥, ⊥, z).
(O, vk) ∈ GPCD (1κ ). Let C be a compliance 2. If π = (π 0 , d, t), define y ≡ (M vk,C , (z, d), t),
PCD
predicate C, zout the (alleged) output of a proand output VAPHA (vk, y, π 0 ).
gram prg with inputs zin1 and zin2 , and πin1 and
πin2 proof strings. Define x ≡ (zout , dout ) and 4.4 Correctness of the PCD Construction
w ≡ (prg, zin1 , πin1 , zin2 , πin2 ). The PCD machine
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, there revk,C
with respect to C and vk, denoted MPCD
, is de- mains to show that the above construction is invk,C
fined as follows: MPCD
, on input (x, w), does the deed a PCD system. Efficient verifiability, as well
following:
as completeness via a relatively-efficient prover,
1. Base case. If πin1 =⊥, verify that dout = 1 and follow easily from the construction.
C(⊥, ⊥, zin1 ) = 1, otherwise reject.
In the following, we sketch the proof of the PCD
2. Recursive case. If πin1 6=⊥, parse πin1 as proof-of-knowledge property. For further details
0
see the full version of this paper [21].
(πin
, din1 , tin1 ), and do the following:
1
(a) Verify that dout > din1 > 0.
The PCD knowledge extractor EPCD for a
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(cheating) prover Pe, on input (vk, C, z) and with
oracle access to O, does the following.
1. Run PeO (vk, C, z) to get its output (z, π)
and to record its oracle queries and answers,
hPe(vk, C, z), Oi.
2. Apply the APHA list extractor LE to the
recorded interaction Pe(vk), O , to extract a
list, extlist, of triples (yi , πi , wi ).
3. Apply an offline reconstruction procedure
which outputs a transcript of the “past” distributed computation by looking only at extlist
and (z, π) (see below).
All our work thus far was aimed at making such
offline reconstruction possible. The fact that the
transcript can be reconstructed from a single invocation of Pe is essential: had we used a recursive
approach requiring multiple invocations, we would
have experienced an exponential blowup as aggregated proofs are recursively extracted.
Offline reconstruction procedure. The procedure
performs a depth-first traversal of the implicit history represented by extlist, starting from the root
implied by (z, π). It maintains the following data
structures:
• An augmented distributed computation transcript ADC, initially containing just the output
edge.
• An exploration stack, denoted expstack, containing the set of edges of G that we have discovered but not yet explored.
At a high level, the procedure operates iteratively
as follows. At every iteration, we pop the next
edge e to explore from expstack. Then, we check
ADC to see what is the APHA instance and proof
string pair (ye , πe ) on the edge e, and look for
a corresponding triple of the form (ye , πe , wi ) in
the extracted list extlist. (From the APHA listextraction property, this succeeds, and moreover
wi is a valid witness with all but negligible probability.) If we have already seen the instancewitness pair (ye , wi ) on some edge edge e0 , we
grow the graph of ADC by making the (hitherto unknown) source vertex of e the same as the source of
e0 . Otherwise, we grow ADC by making the source
of e a new vertex v. If wi is a witness that uses the
base case of the PCD machine, then v is a source
vertex and we are done for his iteration. Otherwise
v is a new internal vertex, and we add the edges
20

leading to its (yet unknown) parents to expstack.
The labels on ADC are updated accordingly.

5

Applications and Design Patterns

Proof-carrying data is a flexible and powerful
framework that can be applied to security goals
in many problem domains. Below are a some examples of domains where we envision applicability. We stress that this is intended as a glimpse of
things to come; full realizations, and evaluation of
concrete practicality, exceed the present scope.
Distributed theorem proving. Proof-carrying
data can be interpreted as a new result in the theory
of proofs: “distributed theorem proving” is feasible. It was previously known, via probabilisticallycheckable proofs [5] and CS proofs [53], that one
can be convinced of a theorem much quicker than
by inspecting the theorem’s proof. However, consider a theorem whose proof is built on various
(possibly nested) lemmas proved by different people. In order to quickly convince a verifier of the
theorem’s truth, in previous techniques we would
have to obtain and concatenate the original (long)
proofs of all the lemmas, and only then then use
(for example) CS proofs to compress them. Our results imply that compressed proofs for the lemmas
can be directly used to obtain a compressed proof
of the reliant theorem, and moreover the latter’s
length is (essentially) independent of the length of
the lemmas’ proofs.
Multilevel security. As mentioned in Section 1.1,
PCD may be used for information flow control.
For example, consider enforcing multilevel security [2, Chap. 8.6] in a room full of data-processing
machines. We want to publish outputs labeled
“non-secret”, but are concerned that they may have
been tainted by “secret” information (e.g., due to
bugs, via software side channel attacks [15] or perhaps via literal eavesdropping [49][4][67]).
Suppose every “non-secret” input entering the
system is digitally signed as such, by some classifier, under a verification key vkns . Suppose moreover (for simplicity) that the scheduling of whichprogram-to-apply-on-what-data is fully specified
in advance. Then we can define the compliance
predicate C as verifying that, in the distributed
computation transcript, the output of every vertex is either properly signed under vkns , or is the

result of correctly executing some program prg
on the vertex’s inputs and this is indeed the prescribed program according to the schedule. Then,
every C-compliant distributed computation transcript consists of applying the scheduled programs
to “non-secret” inputs. Thus, its final output is independent of secret inputs.
The PCD system augments every message in
the system with a proof string that attests this Ccompliance. Eventually a censor at the system
perimeter inspects the final output by verifying
its associated proof, and lets out only properlyverified messages (as in Figure 2). Because verification is concerned with properties of the output
per se, security is unaffected by anomalies (faults
and leakage) in the preceding computation.

conjecture that interesting financial settings can be
thus captured and allowed to proceed in a secure
distributed fashion. Potentially, this may capture
financial processes that are much richer than the
consumer-vendor relations of traditional e-cash.
Distributed dynamic program analysis. Consider, for example, taint propagation — a popular
dynamic program analysis technique which tracks
propagation of information inside programs. Current systems (e.g., [59]) cannot securely span mutually untrusting platforms. Since tainting rules
are easily expressed by a compliance predicate that
observes the computation of the program, PCD can
maintain tainting across a distributed computation.

Distributed type safety. Language-based typesafety mechanisms have tremendous expressive
Bug attacks and IT supply chain. Faults can power, but are targeted at the case where the underbe devastating to security [11]. However, hard- lying execution platform can be trusted to enforce
ware and software components are often produced type rules. Thus, they typically cannot be applied
in far-away lands from parts of uncertain origin. across distributed systems consisting of multiple
This IT supply chain issue forms risks to users and mutually-untrusting execution platforms. This barorganizations [1][12][45][64]. Using PCD, one rier can be surmounted by using PCD to augment
can achieve fault isolation and accountability at the typed values passing between systems with proofs
level of system components, e.g., chips or software for the correctness of the type.
modules, by having each component augment every output with a proof that its computation, in- Generalizing: design patterns. The PCD approach allows a system designer to “program in”
cluding all history it relied on, were correct.
the security requirement into a compliance prediSimulations and MMO. Consider a simula- cate, and have it “magically” enforced by the PCD
tion such as massively multiplayer online (MMO) system. As gleaned from the above examples, this
worlds. These typically entail certain invariants programming can be nontrivial and requires vari(“laws of physics”), together with inputs chosen at ous tricks. This is somewhat similar to the world
human users’ discretion. A common security goal of software engineering, and indeed we can boris to ensure that a particular player does not cheat row some meta-techniques from that world. In
(e.g., by modifying the game code). Today, this is particular, design patterns [32] are a very useful
typically enforced by a centralized server, which is method for capturing common problems and sounscalable. Attempts at secure peer-to-peer archi- lution techniques in a loosely-structured way. A
tectures have seen very limited success [61][33]. number of such design patterns are already eviPCD offers a potential solution approach when the dent in the above examples (e.g., using signatures
underlying information flow has sufficient locality to designate parties or properties). We envision,
(as is it the case for most simulations): start with a and are exploring, a library of such patterns to aid
naive (insecure) peer-to-peer system, and enforce system designers.
the invariants by augmenting every message with
a proof of the requisite properties.
Financial systems. As a special case of the above,
one can think of financial systems as a “game”
where parties perform local transactions subject to
certain rules. For example, in any transaction, the
total amount of money held by the parties must not
increase unless the government is involved. We
21

6

Conclusions and Open Problems

We envision proof-carrying data as a framework
for achieving security properties in a nonconventional way, which circumvents many difficulties
with current approaches. In PCD, faults and leakage are acknowledged as an expected occurrence,

and rendered inconsequential by reasoning about
properties of data which are independent of the
preceding computation. The system designer prescribes the desired properties of the computation’s
output; proofs of these properties are attached to
the data flowing through the system, and are mutually verified by the system’s components.
This work shows explicit constructions of proofcarrying data, under standard assumptions, in the
model where parties have black-box access to
some functionality (e.g., a simple hardware token).
The problem of weakening this requirement, or
formally proving that it is (in some sense) necessary, remains open. A PCD system with the additional property of zero-knowledge [37][34, Chap.
4] would be useful in many applications. Of particular interest is surmounting the current inefficiency
of the underlying argument systems and obtaining
a fully practical realization.
In this work we briefly touched upon potential
applications; this leaves many opportunities for
fleshing out the details, devising design patterns
and implementing real systems.
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